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Rules Of Enement Finding Faith
There’s glory in the silences. Within the hushed folds of restraint and self-control, there’s an absence of judgment, bravado and brashness. What must it take for a politician, a talker ...
Robin Givhan: Catholics' Biden crusade draws line between religion, faith
Perhaps religion is clear cut. But faith is far more complicated.
Faith in silence
Holding In Performance Chemical Company v. True Chemical Solutions, LLC, No. W-21-CV-00222-ADA (W.D. Tex. May 21, 2021), Judge Albright of the Western District of Texas found that True Ch ...
Do What You Learned in Kindergarten: Fight Fair and Play by the Rules—Avoiding Litigation Misconduct
In my spiritual journey, I find that different ... bringing our faith into the real-life suffering and problems of the world. “It means engagement, social presence, and a sincere concern for ...
Four stages of spiritual and moral transformation help to deepen faith
A cohort of cybersecurity companies has signed an open letter asking for reforms to existing DMCA rules in order to protect researchers. The Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA), signed into US ...
Cybersecurity firms battle DMCA rules over good-faith research
LGBTQ protections can coexist with faith-based adoption agencies if we all follow the golden rule of child welfare: Put the kids' interests first.
Supreme Court's Catholic foster care ruling hurts kids in the guise of faith
A grassroots group in Kenya has found a slow-but-effective formula for converting anti-LGBT faith leaders into LGBT advocates.
How Relationships Can Turn Faith Leaders Into LGBT Allies
Whatever side of the aisle we find ourselves ... step of moral engagement, we ensure that our actions never will respond sufficiently to a given issue. Our faith requires more from us.
Catholics: Embrace being ‘woke.’ It’s part of our faith tradition.
In a unanimous decision June 17, the Supreme Court said that a Catholic social service agency should not have been excluded from Philadelphia's foster care program because it did not accept same-sex ...
Supreme Court rules in favor of Catholic agency in foster case
The California Public Employment Relations Board ruled Wednesday that parts of a voter-approved measure in Sonoma County expanding law enforcement oversight are void and unenforceable. Measure P, ...
State Board Voids Provisions Of Sonoma County Measure P
This article is part of TPM Cafe, TPM’s home for opinion and news analysis. Since the 1970s, white American evangelicals ...
White Gen X And Millennial Evangelicals Are Losing Faith In The Conservative Culture Wars
If you can spend another couple of minutes making a pledge of as little as $5, you’ll feel like a superhero defending democracy for less than the cost of a month of Netflix.
Faith Groups Wade Into Politics With Rules That Will Cost Membership, Priest Says
Marketers are working out the latest best practices when it comes to purpose, politics and so-called cancel culture.
How the Rules of Political Engagement Have Changed for Brands
Religion’s win streak at the Supreme Court continued on Thursday when a unanimous court sided with a Catholic foster care agency in a case pitting religious freedom law against LGBTQ rights. Justices ...
Supreme Court rules for Catholic foster care agency in major religious freedom case
Justice Samuel Alito called it a “wisp” of a decision — a Supreme Court ruling Thursday that favored Catholic Social Services in Philadelphia but ...
Court: If bias rules have exceptions, faith groups qualify
A group of people who lost relatives to crimes committed by illegal immigrants has demanded to meet with Homeland Security Secretary Alejandro Mayorkas, saying they deserve to be part of his ...
Victims of immigrant crimes demand say in ICE deportation rules
Capricorn: Put a plan in motion by June 21. Reflect around December 26, 2019; New Moon in Capricorn may have brought about a single change that impacted your growth. Approaching this Full Moon on June ...
Knowyournumb3rs Rebirth of a New Nation June 17 – 23, 2021
It is time to focus on the positive and constructive engagement we can have ... in and out of the church, finding ways to bear witness to their faith in creative ways, and deepening a church ...
Opinion: Time to start a new era of relating to Cuba using constructive engagement
It took all of two days for Major League Baseball's new ban on pitchers using foreign substances on the ball to go from a potential embarrassment to an ...
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